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ALEX GUARNASCHELLI RETURNS TO BATTLE CHEFS IN THE CULINARY ARENA IN 
NEW SEASON OF ALEX VS AMERICA HOSTED BY ERIC ADJEPONG 

New Season Premieres Sunday, July 31st at 9pm ET/PT on Food Network 
All Episodes Available to Stream on discovery+ 

  
NEW YORK – June 23, 2022 – Will Chef Alex Guarnaschelli’s winning streak continue? Food Network will find out when 
Alex returns with more intense and action-packed culinary battles on the new season of Alex vs America, premiering 
Sunday, July 31st at 9pm ET/PT. In each one-hour episode, Alex simultaneously takes on three talented and brave chefs 
from across the United States - all experts in the same culinary specialty. Acclaimed chef Eric Adjepong hosts Alex and the 
competitors in two rounds of challenges that put their culinary specialty skills to the test as they attempt to defeat Alex for 
ultimate bragging rights and a cash prize. Will the competitors prevail at beating Alex in her own arena or will she send all 
the ambitious chefs home with nothing but their disappointment? New episodes of Alex vs America are available to stream 
weekly on discovery+, beginning July 31st. 
 
“I am so excited to step back into the arena to take on a new batch of chefs from across the country,” said Guarnaschelli. 
“These competitors are pulling out all the stops to showcase their culinary talent to try and bring me down. They have a lot 
on the line, but I don’t like to lose so they better bring their A-game.”  
 
At the start of each battle, Eric Adjepong presents Alex and the competitors with the culinary theme for their dishes. In the 
first round, the competitors can work together to select ingredients and even decide how much time goes on the clock. Each 
dish undergoes a blind tasting from two judges well-versed in the episodic theme. Only the top three chefs advance to the 
next round, with the least successful challenger sent home, even if it is Alex. The chef who wins the first round earns the 
right to select all the variables for the second culinary challenge, with the remaining chefs’ final plates determining who 
comes out on top. During the season Alex and the formidable competitors are faced with creating masterful dishes from 
varying culinary disciplines, including French cuisine, dessert, vegetarian, modernist cuisine and more. Fans of Alex can 
also see how she prepares different recipes and techniques inspired by the challenges in the digital companion series, Alex 
vs America Prep School. 
   
“Alex Guarnaschelli is one of the most feared chefs in any culinary competition. She has taken on the best of the best and 
triumphed, and now has her sights set on a new crop of supremely talented chefs that share the same culinary specialty and 
drive to best Alex,” said Jane Latman, President, Home & Food Content and Streaming, Warner Bros. Discovery. “This 
season of Alex vs America will have viewers feeling like they are in the arena with Alex, as she attempts to keep her streak 
alive.” 
  
Go behind-the-scenes with Alex during the competition at FoodNetwork.com/AlexVsAmerica. Plus, follow along with 
the cooking battles on social media and check out exclusive content from Alex and Eric using #AlexVsAmerica.  
  
Alex vs America is produced by Knuckle Sandwich Productions and Lando Entertainment. 
 

#  #  # 
 
 
 

FOOD NETWORK (www.foodnetwork.com) is a unique lifestyle network, website and magazine that connects viewers to the power and joy of food. The 
network strives to be viewers' best friend in food and is committed to leading by teaching, inspiring, empowering and entertaining through its talent and 
expertise. Food Network is distributed to nearly 100 million U.S. households and draws over 46 million unique web users monthly. Since launching in 
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2009, Food Network Magazine's rate base has grown 13 times and is the No. 2 best-selling monthly magazine on the newsstand, with 13.5 million 
readers. Food Network is owned by Warner Bros. Discovery (NASDAQ: WBD) is a leading global media and entertainment company that creates and 
distributes the world’s most differentiated and complete portfolio of content and brands across television, film and streaming. Available in more than  220 
countries and territories and 50 languages, Warner Bros. Discovery inspires, informs and entertains audiences worldwide through its iconic brands and 
products which also include: Discovery Channel, discovery+, CNN, DC, Eurosport, HBO, HBO Max, HGTV, OWN, Investigation Discovery, TLC, 
Magnolia Network, TNT, TBS, truTV, Travel Channel, MotorTrend, Animal Planet, Science Channel, Warner Bros. Pictures, Warner Bros. Television, 
Warner Bros. Games, New Line Cinema, Cartoon Network, Adult Swim, Turner Classic Movies, Discovery en Español, Hogar de HGTV and others. For 
more information, please visit www.wbd.com. 
 
About discovery+ 
discovery+ is the definitive non-fiction, real life subscription streaming service from Warner Bros. Discovery. With the largest-ever content offering at 
launch, discovery+ features a wide range of exclusive, original series across popular passion verticals including lifestyle and relationships; home and 
food; true crime; paranormal; adventure and natural history; as well as science, tech and the environment, and a slate of high-quality documentaries. 
For more, visit discoveryplus.com, or find the discovery+ app on most mobile and connected TV devices. 
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